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Faculty of Computer and Information Science issues the following thesis:
Detection of Parkinson’s disease symptoms based on wearable sensors
Subject of the thesis:
Parkinson disease is one of the most common neurological disorders with a strong
effect on patients and their families. Treatment is mostly directed at disease symptoms in order to improve the quality of patients’ life. Wearable sensors can aid in
the monitoring of the patients and the detection of typical symptoms. Obtained
information helps in the diagnosis of problems, the prognosis of disease progression,
stratification of patients into therapeutic groups, and administration of personalized medications. Using collections of wearable sensor data, predict typical disease
symptoms, based on related survey data of patients. Test deep neural networks
and transfer learning approaches. Compare and evaluate the developed prediction
models.

Fakulteta za računalništvo in informatiko izdaja naslednjo nalogo:
Detekcija simptomov parkinsonove bolezni na podlagi nosljivih senzorjev
Tematika naloge:
Parkinsonova bolezen je ena najbolj razširjenih nevroloških motenj, ki močno
vpliva na življenje bolnikov in njihovih bližnjih. Zdravijo se pretežno simptomi
bolezni, kar omogoča dvig kakovosti življenja. Za spremljanje bolnikov se v zadnjem času uvajajo nosljivi senzorji, iz katerih želimo prepoznati tipične znake
bolezni. To pripomore k boljši diagnostiki težav, prognostiki napredovanja bolezni,
razvrstitvi pacientov v terapevtske skupine in personalizirani administraciji zdravil.
Na podlagi zbirke podatkov iz nosljivih senzorjev poskusite napovedati tipične
simptome parkinsonove bolezni, ki so zajeti v anketnih podatkih bolnikov. Uporabite tehnike globokih nevronskih mrež in metode za prenos znanja med modeli.
Razvite modele medsebojno primerjajte in jih ovrednotite.

I would like to express my gratitude to my mentor prof. dr. Marko Robnik Šikonja
and co-mentor dr. Anita Valmarska for their dedication and guidance during the
development of my Bachelor’s thesis. I am thankful to my family and to my dear
friends for the motivation and support they gave me throughout all these years.
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darkness of destructive
selfishness.
Martin Luther King, Jr.
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Abstract
Title: Detection of Parkinson’s disease symptoms based on wearable sensors
Author: Andrej Petrushevski
A time series is a sequence of points ordered in time. Time series analysis can often
reveal useful patterns for describing certain behavior or for predicting future events.
In this thesis, we experimentally express the relationship between the symptoms
severity scores of the patients and their gait signals defined as time series. We
used different deep neural networks for time series classification and investigated
the ability of deep neural networks to automatically extract discriminatory features
from raw sensory data. We show how transferred features from the bottom, middle,
or top layer of the neural network for human activity recognition affect the models’
performance for detection of the symptoms. We empirically assess the accuracy of
deep neural networks in a practical scenario where we try to automatically predict
the patients’ symptoms based on their gait signals.
Keywords: wearable sensors, Parkinson’s disease, deep learning.

Povzetek
Naslov: Detekcija simptomov parkinsonove bolezni na podlagi nosljivih senzorjev
Avtor: Andrej Petrushevski
Časovna vrsta je zaporedje časovno razporejenih točk. Analiza časovnih vrst pogosto razkrije uporabne vzorce za opis določenih vedenj ali za napovedovanje prihodnjih dogodkov. Namen diplomskega dela je eksperimentalno določiti resnost
simptomov bolnikov z meritvami, pridobljenimi iz pospeškometra in žiroskopa,
ki so definirane kot časovne vrste. Za klasifikacijo časovnih vrst smo uporabili
globoke nevronske mreže. Raziskali smo sposobnost globokih nevronskih mrež,
da samodejno pridobivajo diskriminatorne lastnosti iz surovih senzoričnih podatkov. Pokažemo, kako značilke iz začetnih, sredinskih in končnih nivojev mreže
za prepoznavanje človeške dejavnosti vplivajo na uspešnost modelov za odkrivanje
simptomov parkinsonove bolezni. Empirično preverimo natančnost globokih nevronskih mrež v praktičnem scenariju, kjer poskušamo oceniti bolnikove simptome
na podlagi signalov nosljivih senzorjev med hojo.
Ključne besede: nosljivi senzorji, parkinsonova bolezen, globoko učenje.

Razširjeni povzetek
Parkinsonova bolezen je ena izmed najpogostejših nevrodegenerativnih motenj. Po
podatkih Evropskega združenja za parkinsonovo bolezen na svetu živi okoli 10 milijonov ljudi s parkinsonovo boleznijo [12]. Parkinsonova bolezen je neozdravljivo
in napredujoče stanje, ki se najpogosteje diagnosticira na podlagi motoričnih simptomov, kot so tremor, togost, bradikinezija itd. Motorne simptome nadziramo s
pomočjo različnih antiparkinsonskih zdravil, odvisno od tega, kako bolezen napreduje in kateri simptomi so najbolj izraziti. Glede na to, da tipični bolniki s
parkinsonovo boleznijo obiščejo zdravnika vsakih 6-12 mesecev, vsakodnevno spremljanje bolnikov odpira možnosti za posege, ki lahko izboljšajo kakovost življenja
bolnikov s parkinsonovo boleznijo. Za vsakodnevno spremljanje stanja bolnikov
se v zadnjem času uvajajo nosljivi senzorji, ki pripomorejo k bolj individualnemu
zdravljenju in hitrejšim odzivom zdravnikov. V zadnjih letih so nosljivi senzorji
postali cenovno ugodnejši, saj jih lahko najdemo na napravah, ki jih vsakodnevno
uporabljamo. Posledično se je povečala količina senzoričnih podatkov, kar omogoča
uporabo strojnega učenja za izboljšanje različnih napovedi na primer v medicini.
V diplomski nalogi smo poskušali napovedati štiri značilne simptome parkinsonove bolezni iz senzoričnih podatkov: pisanje, tremor, ravnotežje, in zamrznitev
hoje. Nabor podatkov mPower, ki smo ga uporabili v diplomski nalogi, je narejen
v opazovalni študiji organizacije SageBionetworks [7]. Ocene resnosti simptomov
so zajete s pomočjo standardizirane ocenjevalne lestvice MDS-UPDRS, ki je sestavljena iz 4 različnih sklopov. Vsak sklop obravnava različne izkušnje/zaplete
v vsakdanjem življenju, pri čemer se intenziteta posameznih motenj ocenjuje z
oceno od 0 (normalno) do 4 (popolna motenost). Prvi del lestvice vsebuje ocene
nemotoričnih simptomov, drugi del je za samooceno motoričnih simptomov, tretji del za oceno motoričnih simptomov s strani zdravnika, četrti del pa za oceno

stranskih učinkov. V diplomskem delu se osredotočamo na ocene simptomov iz
drugega dela lestvice. Poleg ocene simptomov, ki so zajeti v anketnih podatkih
bolnikov, mPower vsebuje tudi meritve različnih dejavnosti bolnikov, kot so spomin, tapkanje, glas ali hoja. V delu smo uporabili meritve hoje, ki so pridobljene
iz triosnega pospeškometra in žiroskopa. Od 6.805 udeležencev, ki so opravili vpisno anketo, se jih je 1.087 identificiralo, da imajo diagnozo parkinsonove bolezni,
vendar vsi udeleženci niso opravili vseh nalog študije. Zaradi tega smo združili meritve hoje skupaj z razpoložljivimi ocenami simptomov na podlagi identifikacijske
številke udeležencev in pobrisali vse manjkajoče podatke. Po združitvi podatkov,
smo signale hoje razdelili na enako dolge segmente (128 elementov ali 2.5 sekund)
in jih označili s pripadajočimi ocenami vseh štirih simptomov. Uporabljene ocene
simptomov iz drugega dela MDS-UPDRS vprašalnika so pogosto subjektivne, ker
bolniki sami ocenjujejo simptome. Zaradi tega smo najprej analizirali odvisnost
med bolnikovimi ocenami simptomov in njihovem načinu hoje. Množico segmentov smo naključno razdelili na 80% učno in 20% testno množico. Za klasifikacijo
časovnih vrst smo zgradili devet različnih arhitektur globoke nevronske mreže.
Kot najbolj učinkovita arhitektura se je iskazala konvolucijska nevronska mreža
z dvema konvolucijskima plastema in dvema združevalnima slojema, ki ji sledita
dve popolnoma povezani plasti. Preizkusili smo tudi različno globoke rekurenčne
nevronske mreže, ki so v prvem testu dali nekoliko slabše rezultate. Pri analizi rezultatov smo ugotovili, da signali hoje natančneje opisujejo simptome ravnotežje in
zamrznitev hoje, ker smo za ta dva simptoma dobili največjo klasifikacijsko točnost
in priklic. Simptomi, kot je tremor, se začnejo pojavljati v rokah in prstih, saj je
bolnike težje ločiti na podlagi hoje v zgodnjih fazah bolezni.
Najpogostejša ovira pri analizi nevrodegenerativnih bolezni je količina razpoložljivih podatkov, zlasti za bolnike z višjo oceno resnosti. V takih primerih
se globoke nevronske mreže pogosto izkažejo za preveč fleksibilne, saj se običajno
modeli pretirano prilagodijo učnim množicam ali večinskemu razredu v neuravnoteženem naboru podatkov. V zadnjem času se tehnika prenosnega učenja (angl.
transfer learning) pogosto uporablja za reševanje problemov, kjer so viri podatkov
omejeni. Prenosno učenje je metoda strojnega učenja, kjer se model, razvit za
določeno nalogo, ponovno uporabi kot izhodiščni model za drugo podobno nalogo.
Ker smo na podlagi signalov hoje napovedovali ocene simptomov, za katere nismo

imeli veliko informacij, smo prišli na idejo, da bi poskušali sestaviti modele za
napovedovanje vsakodnevnih človeških dejavnosti in prenesti znanje iz teh modelov na modele za napovedovanje simptomov. Za nalogo prepoznavanja človeške
dejavnosti obstaja veliko razpoložljivih virov podatkov.
Poiskali smo nabore podatkov, ki so med seboj združljivi in hkrati podobni podatkovnem naboru mPower. Kot končni nabor podatkov za prepoznavanje človeške
dejavnosti smo združili dva javno dostopna nabora podatkov: UCI HAR [2] in
MobiAct [9]. Zgradili smo dve različni arhitekturi globokih nevronskih mrež: konvolucijsko nevronsko mrežo in rekurenčno nevronsko mrežo z dolgim kratkoročnim
spominom (angl. LSTM, long short-term memory neural network). Modele za
prepoznavanje človeške dejavnosti smo uporabili kot izhodiščne modele za napovedovanje simptomov, pri čemer smo testirali več različnih scenarijev prenosa znanja.
Nazadnje smo poskušali napovedovati bolnikove lastne ocene simptomov na
podlagi signalov hoje. Nabor podatkov mPower smo razdelili na 80% učno in 20%
testno množico. Podatki so bili zelo neuravnoteženi, zato smo uporabili metodo za
nadvzorčenje ADASYN, ki generira sintetične podatke in jih dodaja v manjšinske
razrede. Vse signale smo razdelili na segmente dolžine 256 elementov ali 5 sekund
in za vsak segment napovedovali oceno simptoma. Rezultat, ki tvori najdaljši zaporedni blok, je bil upoštevan kot končna ocena bolnika za ta simptom. Na primer,
če je vhodni signal bolnika dolg 30 sekund, smo na vsakih 5 sekund napovedovali
oceno simptoma in dobili vektor, ki lahko izgleda tako: [0, 1, 2, 2, 0, 1]. V tem primeru je najdaljši zaporedni blok [2, 2], kar pomeni da je končna ocena bolnika 2.
Ta pristop lahko v prihodnosti automatizira proces samoocenjevanja bolnikov, s
čimer bi se olajšalo nadzorovanje simptomov in pripomoglo k pogostejšemu evidentiranju stanja bolnikov.
Na podlagi analize rezultatov smo prišli do več zaključkov:

 Simptoma ravnotežje in zamrznitev hoje je lažje napovedovati na podlagi
signalov hoje v primerjavi z ostalimi simptomi.

 Prenosno učenje ni izboljšalo učinkovitost modelov za napovedovanje resnosti simptomov, temveč je pospešilo čas učenja modelov. Večja množica
podatkov za napovedovanje človeške aktivnosti bi lahko v prihodnosti izboljšala prenos znanja na modele za napovedovanje resnosti simptomov.

 Neuravnoteženost podatkov močno vpliva na delovanje modelov.

Globoke

nevronske mreže so se izkazale za preveč fleksibilne, saj so se pretirano prilagajale učnim množicam ali večinskemu razredu. Pri nadaljnjem delu je
naš namen preizkusiti, ali bi ročno pridobljene statistične ali frekvenčne lasnostni signalov izboljšale odkrivanje simptomov. Skrbno izbrane lastnosti
bi lahko razkrile natančnejši opis razlik v signalih gibanja med različnimi
bolniki.

Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, when wearable sensors are broadly available, it is desirable to utilize
the data they collect in order to improve the quality of life. Many sensors are
integrated into devices we use daily, such as smart phones, smart watches, tablets,
cameras, etc. Using these sensors can improve different aspects of life, for example, in healthcare. Wearable devices/sensors continuously collect data that can
be used to improve diagnoses, prevent diseases, improve management of chronic
diseases, reduce treatment costs, etc. These advantages can assist both patients
and clinicians.
Neurological disorders, such as Parkinson’s disease (PD) and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), are commonly researched through the analysis of wearable sensors.
A progressive loss of dopaminergic neurons, as a part of the structure called
susbtantial nigra located in the midbrain, results in the Parkinson’s disease.
Parkinson’s disease is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder after
Alzheimer’s disease. Today, about 10 million people worldwide are affected by
this illness [12]. PD is an incurable condition which produces both motor and
non-motor symptoms that affect patients’ quality of life. The main symptoms
related to movement are tremor, freezing of gait, rigidity, and bradykinesia. In
addition to the motor symptoms, patients struggle with non-motor symptoms,
including mood disorders such as anxiety and depression. Motor symptoms are
managed by several types of medications, depending on the illnesses’ phase and
the patients’ preferences. Levodopa is the most effective antiparkinsonian drug,
but within a few years of usage the benefits often become less consistent and can
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create side effects that lead to motor complication [28]. The medication therapy
is important and not easy to determine, as clinicians need to balance side effects
and the progression of the disease. Due to the fact that PD is incurable and progressive, the management of the progression is of great importance. Currently,
the evaluation of symptoms is done either by the patient or the specialized clinician using standardized rating scales [36], throughout the scheduled appointments
(every 3-6-12 months). This can hinder the overall management of the treatment,
considering that periodic testing does not always give a clear picture of how the
disease evolves and what is its current stage.
Automatic estimation of motor symptoms can overcome these limitations and
improve treatment management. In this thesis, we try to build models that can
predict the severity of symptoms based on tri-axial accelerometer and gyroscope
signals. We try to predict the severity scores of four different motor symptoms:
handwriting, tremor, balance, and freezing of gait. Symptoms severity scores are
taken from the second part of the MDS-UPDRS questionnaire collected in the
mPower observational study [7], where the scores are self-reported by the participants. Such an approach could eventually replace the process of self-reporting
and provide automatic daily report on the patient’s condition, thus facilitating
disease monitoring. A major limitation in the analysis of neurological disorders is
insufficient amount of data, especially for the patients with higher severity scores.
In order to overcome the data limitation, we try to implement transfer learning,
which enables transfer of knowledge between different tasks. In many cases, a
pre-trained model may be used as a baseline model designed to accomplish tasks
in the same or different domain. We try to improve the generalization and to
reduce the possibility of overfitting by using transfer learning from the task of gait
classification.

Bachelor’s thesis

1.1

3

Related work

Systems like PERFORM [38], REMPARK [35], and SENSE-PARK [13] provide
monitoring and personalized management of PD patients. These systems use wearable sensors to monitor current motor symptoms of the patients and to timely
react to certain changes. Daily measurements help specialized clinicians to prescribe more personalized treatment for each patient. For example, PERFORM
system provides tremor assessment module based on signals from wearable sensors
attached to a specific part of the body. The system extracts spatial and frequency
domain features which are fed into hidden markov model in order to predict tremor
severity. The SENSE-PARK and REMPARK are closed-loop systems that also
use a wide range of wearable sensors to monitor disease progression, thus allowing
clinicians to assist patients remotely. The SENSE-PARK also provides an analysis
showing how comfortable and satisfied are users in using system with wearable
sensors, concluding that this type of systems are generally well accepted.
Other well-known data mining (DM) and machine learning (ML) approaches
are used for different types of tasks such as classification of PD patients, detection
of the symptoms, stratification of patients into therapeutic groups, etc. Many
methods have been proposed to differentiate PD patients from healthy subjects
based on different measurements. Gil and Manuel [15] propose methods for diagnosing PD by using neural network (NN) and support vector machines (SVM)
based on biomedical voice measurements. They achieved around 90% accuracy,
93% sensitivity, and 87% specificity. Geetha and Sivagami [14] compare various
unsupervised and supervised methods for diagnosing PD patients also based on
biomedical voice measurements. Clayton et al. [31] address the identification of
PD patients using convolutional neural networks based on sensory signals extracted
during certain handwriting tests. Recognition of different subgroups of patients
based on statistical cluster analysis is presented in the work of Lewis et al. [26].
Tremor is the most common motor symptom in the early stage of PD. Shyam
and Ravi [32] provide a tremor analysis based on features of signals obtained
by wearable sensors in order to distinguish PD tremor from atypical Parkinsonism
tremor. Automatic assessment of tremor severity using data from wearable sensors
is presented in the work of Jeon et al. [20]. They propose a machine learning
approach to predict tremor severity score associated with the Unified Parkinson’s
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disease rating scale (UPDRS) similar to symptom assessment in actual clinical
practice.
Treatment mainly focuses on symptoms in order to improve the quality of
patients’ life. Motor symptoms are managed by several types of medications, but
they can cause side effects that lead to motor fluctuations. Valmarska et al. [39]
analyze patterns related to disease progression and medication dosages using a
multi-view approach and propose a method that could suggest a possible change
in the medication treatment based on the difference between the patient’s current
and previous condition.
Levodopa-induced dyskinesia (LID) is a frequent side effect in patients who
have been taking levodopa for a long time. Timely detection and assessment
of LID is of great importance but still remains a challenge. Keijsers et al. [21]
evaluate the feasibility of neural networks to estimate LID using extracted features
from raw accelerometer signals. All of the aforementioned approaches have one
common limitation - lack of data.
With the advent of deep learning, many end-to-end models trained on a huge
amount of data have achieved impressive results, but building effective deep models with small amount of data still remains a challenge. After the deep neural
network known as AlexNet [23] won the ImageNet competition, transfer learning
has inspired researchers in computer vision to extract features from pretrained
networks in order to achieve state-of-the-art results with smaller data sets [11].
Transfer learning as a ML technique was used in different applications and research problems such as text classification [10], sentiment classification [40], image
classification [33], general game playing [3], etc. Due to the fact that we have a
small amount of data, this technique can potentially improve the accuracy of our
models.

1.2

Structure of the thesis

The thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 provides a brief description of technologies relevant for our approach, including an overview of deep neural networks,
activation functions and different architectures of deep neural networks. Chapter
3 describes the data sets used. Detailed explanation of our approach is provided
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in Chapter 4. Results and analysis can be found in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of our approach and provide ideas for further
research.
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Chapter 2
Deep neural networks
In this chapter, we describe a technologies used in our work. The chapter is
organized in three parts. Section 2.1 provides an overview of neural networks
(NN). Section 2.2 describes different deep neural network (DNN) architectures and
their fundamentals, relevant for our work. Section 2.3 describes transfer learning
process.

2.1

Neural network

Neural networks are computational learning models in the form of a directed graph.
They are composed of nodes called neurons, linked with weighted connections. A
model learns new information by updating the weights. The structure of the
network is defined by different layers (see Section 2.1.1). Each layer has its own
activation function (see Section 2.1.2), where all neurons in a certain layer share
the same activation function. Each unit/neuron receives values from the units in
the previous layer and calculates its output value using a specific activation function. Figure 2.1 outlines a visual abstraction of the idea behind neural networks.
The neural network architecture can be represented with: i) the number of layers
- depth ii) the number of neurons in each layer - width, and iii) the connections
between layers [29].
Detailed explanation of layers, activation functions, and various DNN architectures is provided in the following sections.
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Figure 2.1: Example of neuron with n inputs, activation function ϕ and
output. The strength of each connection is calculated as a product between
the weight and the input signal. Input of the activation function is the sum
of all strengths.

Figure 2.2: An example of simple feedforward neural network with 2 hidden
layers.

9
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2.1.1

Layers

Neural network is organized in layers (Figure 2.2). Each neural network has:
(i) input layer
(ii) one or more hidden layers, and
(iii) output layer
The input layer is defined by the shape of the input data, depending on the
network type. The hidden layers connect the input and output layer. They
are called hidden, since they do not show the final expected value through the
learning process. A network with more than one hidden layer is called a deep
neural network. The deeper the network, the more complex features it can learn.
The output layer takes inputs from the previous hidden layer and computes the
final output [17].

2.1.2

Activation functions

The input value of the activation function is calculated as a weighted sum of the
neuron inputs (see Figure 2.1). Each activation function sends the calculated value
to the associated neurons in the next layer. The commonly used activation functions are:

 Sigmoid function is defined as:
σ(x) =

1
1 + e−x

(2.1)

Figure 2.3 (a) shows a graph of sigmoid function. Sigmoid function maps
the input value into the range from 0 to 1. Two fundamental drawbacks
of the sigmoid function are the non-zero center and the saturation problem.
Depending on whether the input parameter is very positive or very negative,
they are saturated to a low (≈ 0) or a high value (≈ 1), which means that
this function can become insensitive to small changes [17]. It is often used
as an activation function in output units for binary values.
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 Tanh or Hyperbolic Tangent is defined as:
tanh(x) =

2
−1
1 + e−2x

(2.2)

Tanh has the same saturation weakness as the sigmoid function, but the
difference between these two functions is the range of output values. Tanh
limits values in the range from -1 to 1, thus eliminating the non-zero problem
of the sigmoid function, creating an average of outputs close to zero. When
values are close to zero, convergence is usually faster, which gives the tanh
function an advantage over the sigmoid function in the learning process [24].
Figure 2.3 (b) shows a graph of tanh function.

 ReLU or Rectified Linear Units is defined as:
relu(x) = max{0, x}

(2.3)

When input value is greater than zero, ReLU activates the unit. All negative
values are mapped to zero. This function resolves the saturation problem
of tanh and sigmoid. The main drawback of the ReLU is the ability to
permanently deactivate neurons in cases when the activation value is equal
to zero [17]. Figure 2.4 shows a graph of ReLU function.

 Softmax function is defined as:
exi
softmax(x)i = PC

c=1 e

xc

(2.4)

As an input, this function accepts a vector of C real numbers and produces
a probability distribution equal to the exponentials of the input numbers.
Each component is in the range [0,1] and the sum of all components is 1. It is
often used in multi-class classification as an output unit, due to its ability to
produce a categorical probability distribution over C different classes where
a higher probability indicates a true class [17].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: Visualization of (a) the sigmoid function and (b) tanh function.

Figure 2.4: Visualization of the ReLU function.
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2.2

Types of DNN

This section provides an explanation of different neural network architectures,
as well as their advantages and disadvantages in relation to our problem. The
most popular neural network architecture is feedforward network. The term
feedforward derives from a process in which information flows from the input layers
through network’s hidden layers to the output without any feedback connections,
i.e. as in acyclic graph. If the network has the ability to send feedback information
to itself, then it is called recurrent neural network-RNN [17]. In Section
2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we provide a brief description of recurrent neural networks and
convolutional neural networks, respectively.

2.2.1

RNN

A recurrent neural network (RNN) is a type of network specialized for modeling
sequential data (text, speech, sensor data, etc). RNNs have several advantages
over standard feedforward neural networks:

 They can operate over input sequences of variable length.
 They can produce outputs of variable length.
 They can take into account the dependencies between the current state and
the entire history of previous states.
Depending on whether we have input sequences, output sequences or both,
they can be applied to a variety of problems:

 One to many (sequence output) - e.g.

image captioning; As input, the

network accepts an image and generates a sequence of words as output.

 Many to one (sequence input) - e.g. sentiment analysis; As input, the network accepts a sequence of words and produces one sentiment (negative or
positive expression).

 Many to Many (sequence input and output) - e.g. translation; where sentence in one language is translated to another language.

13
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Unlike the feedforward network, RNN has a loop mechanism that acts as an
internal memory of previous inputs, enabling RNN to process sequential and temporal input data. Figure 2.5 shows a simple recurrent core cell h (internal state)
where vector x is the input data fed into the RNN and y is the output. The
internal hidden state h is updated every time when the RNN reads a new input.
The new value is then fed back into the model. The recurrence relation can be
defined as:
ht = fw (ht−1 , xt )

(2.5)

where vector ht is the new hidden state at time step t calculated with activation
function fw (e.g. tanh function) which depends on a given weight matrix w. The
function fw accepts two input values, the previous hidden state ht-1 and the new
input data xt .

Figure 2.5: Recurrent cell h with input x and output y (left rectangle);
Unfolded version of the recurrent cell where the final decision (y) is based on
the final hidden state hf (right rectangle)
“Unfolding” the RNN for too many time steps can lead to the so-called vanishing/exploding gradient problem, thus limiting the standard RNNs in cases where
long-term dependencies are important. The problem occurs if the gradients of the
weights become too small or too large [19]. A more advanced RNN architecture
that overcomes this limitation is LSTM.
LSTM - Long Short Term Memory architecture has more complex memory blocks with one or more recurrent cells that are effective in learning long-term
dependencies. Compared to standard RNNs, the LSTM memory block consists
of three different gates (input, output and forget) that control the activation of
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the recurrent cell and regulate which information the cell adds, remembers or forwards. Figure 2.6 illustrates the LSTM memory block with one recurrent cell. The
activation function of the gates is often the logistic sigmoid function; activation is
in range 1 (completely open) - 0 (completely close). The tanh function is also used
as an activation function for the cell’s input and output (’g’ and ’h’ on Figure 2.6).
For example, for input xt at time step t and previous internal state ht-1 , the
input gate calculates its output value it as:
it = σ(Wi ∗ [xt , ht−1 ] + bi )

(2.6)

where:
σ = sigmoid activation function,
Wi = input weight matrix,
bi = input bias.
The next step is to calculate how the states will be updated (2.7):
et = tanh(Wc ∗ [xt , ht−1 ] + bc )
C

(2.7)

Before updating the new cell state, the forget gate has to remove the irrelevant
information from the previous states. The forget gate, as well as the input gate,
takes the input xt and the previous state ht−1 to decide what is relevant (2.8):
ft = σ(Wf ∗ [xt , ht−1 ] + bf )

(2.8)

where Wf is forget weight matrix and bf is forget bias.
The new cell state Ct is then calculated as:
et
Ct = ft ◦ Ct−1 + it ◦ C

(2.9)

where ◦ denotes entrywise product also known as Hadamard product.
et and the
The new cell state Ct is a combination of the input information it ◦ C
relevant information from the previous states ft ◦ Ct−1 .
At the end, the new hidden state ht is calculated as:
ot = σ(Wo ∗ [xt , ht−1 ] + bo )

(2.10)

ht = ot ◦ tanh(Ct )

(2.11)
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where:
ot = output gate activation ,
Ct = updated cell state.

Figure 2.6: LSTM memory block with one recurrent core cell (taken from
[18]).

2.2.2

CNN

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a specialized form of a feedforward neural
network for processing data organized into grids. For instance, time-series data
can be represented as a 1-D grid of points at regular time intervals and images
can be represented as a 2-D grid of pixels. The most common structure of CNN is
constructed of two main types of layers: convolutional and pooling layers. These
two layers can be repeatedly stacked to learn higher-order features. In such a
network, one or more fully connected layers follow the convolutional layers in
order to interpret the acquired features. Below is a brief explanation of each layer.
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 Convolutional layer
The major difference between a convolutional layer and a fully connected
layer is that the convolutional layer uses a mathematical operation convolution instead of a simple matrix multiplication [17]. The convolution
procedure remains the same, regardless of the dimensionality ( 1-D, 2-D or
3-D convolution). Let’s assume we have an input image with dimensions
32 x 32 x 3 (Width x Height x Depth). Let the weight matrix known as
filter be a small matrix, for example 5 x 5 x 3. These filters are capable
of detecting specific features from the same location of the grid. Increasing
the number of filters means that more abstract features can be learned. The
usual procedure is to convolve the filter with the input image, i.e. to slide
the filter over the entire image and to compute dot products. This operation
produces a new processed image known as an activation map. The number
of activation maps produced by the convolution is equal to the number of
filters, which defines the depth of the result.

 Pooling layer
The pooling layer downsamples the size of each activation map independently but preserves the depth of the input. For instance, the max pooling layer divides each activation map into smaller chunks (e.g. 2x2) and
takes their maximum value (see Figure 2.7). This procedure produces a
smaller version than the previous one. Repeatedly applied steps of convo-



lution pooling result in progressively small layers, followed by one or more
fully connected layers.

Figure 2.7: Max pooling operation (taken from [1])
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Transfer learning

Transfer learning in ML is successfully applied in many areas: image classification,
text classification, general game playing, etc. In many real-world scenarios, we have
a sufficient amount of data for certain task, but we lack data for a similar task. In
such cases, transfer learning can be used.
Let us assume that task A is recognition of daily human activities, task B is
detection of PD symptoms, and both are based on signals from wearable sensors.
The usual procedure of transfer learning is to train a base network for task A and
then make a copy of the first n layers, which will represent the first n layers of the
target network, intended for task B. The newly created m layers, on top of the
copied layers, are initialized with random weights. The first n layers of the target
network can be frozen, which means that the learned features from the task A will
not change in the learning process of the task B. Optionally, the network can be
re-trained, so the features will be fine-tuned for the new task B.
Several factors may affect transfer learning [41]:

 If the higher layers are too adapted to the original task, accuracy on the
target task will decrease.

 If the base task and target task are less similar, transferability decreases.
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Chapter 3
Data sets description
In our work, we use several data sets. Human activity recognition (HAR) data is
used to build the initial model as a baseline model for our second task - prediction
of the PD symptoms severity. For the HAR problem, we used the publicly available
data sets UCI Har [2] and MobiAct [9]. The HAR data sets contain sensors data
for several daily activities (walking, jogging, etc).
For the PD symptoms detection task, we used various modules provided by
Sage Bionetwork’s platform called Synapse and the data collected in the mPower
observational study [7]. The mPower data set contains sensors data for walking
activity, labeled with the rates of several PD symptoms. For each data set, we
provide a detailed explanation in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.

Table 3.1: Description of the HAR data sets.
Data set

Frequency(Hz)

Sensors

Subjects

Activities

UCI HAR [2]

50

accelerometer, gyroscope

30

6

MobiAct [9]

200

accelerometer, gyroscope

66

12

Combined

50

accelerometer, gyroscope

96

12
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3.1

Human activity recognition

Human activity recognition (HAR) is a time series classification task, where each
input sequence is classified as a specific type of action, such as walking, standing,
etc. There are many publicly available data sets for HAR developed by researchers.
This motivated us to combine them into a larger data set with the intention to
build more effective models whose features could be transferred to models for the
detection of PD symptoms. In Table 3.1, we provide a brief description of the data
sets used for human activity recognition.

3.1.1

UCI HAR Data Set

We use Human Activity Recognition Using Smartphones Data Set (UCI HAR)
built from the smartphone recordings of 30 unique participants. Participants’ age
vary from 19 to 48. Each participant performed 6 activities: walking, walkingupstairs, walking-downstairs, sitting, standing and lying. Smart phones used in
the experiment were equipped with accelerometer and gyroscope. Therefore, for
each record, 3-axial acceleration and 3-axial angular velocity are provided. The
obtained signals were pre-processed and stored in separated files. Each row of the
file contains 128 elements, representing fixed-length sample of 2.56 seconds with
50% overlap.
128 elements + label

}|
z

Xacc(1,1) Xacc(1,2) · · · Xacc(1,128)





 Xacc(2,1) Xacc(2,2) · · · Xacc(2,128)




·
n vectors

·





·




 Xacc(n,1) Xacc(n,2) · · · Xacc(n,128)

{
| label[1 − 6]
| label[1 − 6]
|

·

|

·

|

·

| label[1 − 6]

Figure 3.1: Format of UCI Har vectors (X-axis for acceleration signal).
Each vector has its own corresponding label in the range from 1 to 6 (1-walking,
2-walking-upstairs, 3-walking-downstairs, 4-sitting, 5-standing and 6-laying). The
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data set is randomly split into 70% of training data and 30% of testing data based
on subjects. The training set comprises 7,352 vectors versus 2,947 that belong to
the testing set.

3.1.2

MobiAct Data Set

The second data set used in construction of the final HAR data set is MobiAct [9].
MobiAct includes sensor data gathered from 66 participants (51 men/15 women)
performing 12 different daily activities and 4 types of falls using smartphone in
their pocket. Table 3.2 outlines the daily activities relevant for our task.

Table 3.2: Activities taken from MobiAct data set relevant to the task of PD
symptoms recognition
Abbreviation

Activity

Duration[sec]

Trials

STD

Standing

300

1

SCH

Stand to sit

6

6

SIT

Sitting on chair

60

1

CHU

Sit to stand

6

6

CSO

Car step out

6

6

CSI

Car step in

6

6

STU

Stairs up

10

6

STN

Stairs down

10

6

WAL

Walking

300

1

JUM

Jumping

30

3

JOG

Jogging

30

3

LYI

Lying

-

12

For better compatibility with UCI Har and mPower data sets we exclude the
azimuth, pitch and roll attributes. We resampled the data to get a constant sample
rate of 50Hz. As the initial format was not appropriate for merging it with the
UCI Har data set, we used a sliding window of fixed-size(128) to create vectors
from a raw data in a format identical to the UCI Har vectors (see Figure 3.1). The
vector was used only if at least 100 data points out of 128 corresponded to one
activity. Otherwise, the vector is ignored, as such a sequence of samples would be
unrepresentative. Each vector is associated with the activity that occurred most
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frequently therein. Data sets described were used to construct a new data set
presented in Section 3.1.3.

3.1.3

Combined data set

We combine the UCI HAR and MobiAct data set in a final HAR data set. Data
gathered in different ways and from several sources can improve model generalization. Before choosing our data sets, we inspected many public data sets for
human activity recognition to achieve better compatibility with mPower data [27].
Our final HAR data set contains 106,457 vectors with a fixed size of 128 elements/timesteps. All activity labels from MobiAct are included along with the
overlapping labels from UCI Har. The frequency distribution of the data set with
respect to the activities is presented in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: Frequency distribution of the HAR data set with respect to
activities

To gain a better understanding of the signal characteristics, we provided a visual inspection of two diverse activities: walking and standing. Figure 3.3 (a) shows
that walking has higher acceleration in comparison to standing (see Figure 3.3 b).
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Visual inspection of the acceleration signals for (a) walking and
(b) standing.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: Visual inspection of the gyroscope signals for (a) walking and (b)
standing.
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3.2

mPower Synapse data

Synapse data is only accessible to qualified researchers. We had to complete the
following steps before obtaining the data:
1. Register for a Synapse account.
2. Become a certified user.
3. Request profile validation (link to ORCID profile).
4. Request access to the data.
5. Agree to conditions for use.
6. Download the data.
Clinical observational study mPower [7] covers several tasks/modules. Specific
modules (MDS-UPDRS and PDQ-8) have additional conditions for use that require
from the user to guarantee non-disclosure of the confidential data.
Each participant was asked to complete the tasks with an option to skip any
task or question during the study. Consequently, we have a different number
of participants in each module. Likewise, we also have missing data for certain
attributes. In Table 3.3, we present surveys and activities relevant for our purpose.

Table 3.3: mPower modules used in the thesis.
Table

Type

unique participants

Sensors

MDS-UPDRS [5]

Survey

2,024

/

Walking [6]

Activity

3,101

accelerometer, gyroscope

 MDS-UPDRS - Movement Disorder Society Unified Parkinson’s
Disease Rating Scale [16] is a questionnaire divided into 4 parts (I-IV).
Each part relates to different experiences/complications of PD patients daily
living. Each question addresses a particular symptom and is anchored with
five responses indicating a symptom severity: 0-Normal, 1-Slight, 2-Mild,
3-Moderate and 4-Severe. For our purpose, we decided to examine four
symptoms from the part II (2.7, 2.10, 2.12 and 2.13) which concern motor
experiences of daily living.
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Table 3.4: Number of participants by symptom and its severity (before preprocessing).
Rate

Code - Symptoms
2.7-Handwriting

2.10-Tremor

2.12-Balance

2.13-Freezing

0-Normal

1361

1469

1466

1805

1-Slight

274

314

373

102

2-Mild

189

117

70

34

3-Moderate

114

45

50

22

4-Severe

30

23

9

5

From the selected symptoms, we formed a set with the health codes of
participants. Health codes are further used for merging the walking activity
signals of each participant and its symptoms. In Table 3.4, we provide a
numerical overview showing all symptoms and the number of participants
for each disease severity rate. It is important to note that not all participants
have agreed to perform the walking activity task or to share their data.

 Walking activity - We used sensory walking data from the phone’s accelerometer and gyroscope, which is the same data type that we used for human activity recognition task. We downloaded the walking activity records
of participants that appeared in the MDS-UPDRS data frame and merged
them with their corresponding symptoms severity rates. In order to achieve
the same format as we used for HAR data, we applied the same technique
of fixed-size sliding window to create 128 element segments (see Figure 3.5).
Each element contains 3-axial values for both sensors as shown below. Figure 3.6 shows the difference between the acceleration signals of patients who
have a freezing rate of 1 and 3. We can see that the participant with freezing
rate 3 creates symmetrical patterns with slightly identical peaks, indicating
walking with a closed posture and short steps, while the participant with
freezing rate 1 creates diverse segments with higher peaks, which is expected
in normal walking.
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Symptoms

128 elements
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 ·
·
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Xn,1 Xn,2 · · · Xn,128 Sn,2.7 Sn,2.10 Sn,2.12 Sn,2.13
Figure 3.5: Format of Synapse acceleration vectors (x-axis)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6: Visual inspection of the acceleration signals for participant with
freezing rate (a) 1 and (b) 3.

Chapter 4
Methodology
This chapter describes the data preparation process, different deep neural network
architectures and methods used to evaluate the models. Figure 4.1 outlines the
methodology. The methodology consists of three parts: the data preparation,
symptoms detection, and evaluation. In Section 4.1 we present the steps taken
in data preparation process. Section 4.2 describes two main approaches for PD
symptoms detection. We conclude with an explanation of several measures for
performance evaluation in Section 4.2.3.

Figure 4.1: The methodology consists of three parts: data preparation (A),
symptoms detection (B ), and evaluation (C ).
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4.1

Data preparation

Detailed information about the data used in our work can be found in Chapter 3.
This section describes the anomalies of data sets and the pre-processing steps used
to solve them, as well as the process of converting the input data into a format
understandable to our models.

 mPower data set was constructed out of two modules:
– UPDRS rating scale → includes health codes and symptoms rates
– Walking activity table → includes health codes and sensor-based time
series data
Self-reported scores from the second part of the MDS-UPDRS survey are
often subjective considering that people differently interpret the state of
the disease and its progression and strongly depends on their current state.
Regnault et al. [34] show that MDS-UPDRS-II rating scale has psychometric
limitations which affect the precision of the measurements of the motor
symptoms especially in the early stage of the disease, when the motor signs
are much less obvious. After the visual inspection of the signals with respect
to their corresponding symptoms rates, we noticed that there was no clear
distinction between the rates ‘3-Moderate’ and ‘4-Severe’. Therefore, we
decided to present these sequences as one rate - ‘Moderate/Severe’. A small
amount of data for ‘3-Moderate’ and ‘4-Severe’ was also the reason why
we combined these scores. When we noticed that the symptoms of several
participants were not provided, we removed them.
We formed fixed-length segments from the walking data where the symptoms
rates were used as output classes. The final shape of mPower data was
identical to HAR data. The data set was imbalanced since the ‘0-Normal’
class was significantly dominant. To solve this problem, segments of the ‘0Normal’ class were manually subsampled in such a way that the best ratio
between the classes in all four symptoms was maintained. The final number
of instances/segments with respect to the symptoms rates is presented in
Table 4.1. We split the data into 80% training (10% used for validation)
and 20% testing set.
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Table 4.1: Number of segments/instances by symptom and its severity.
Status

Code - Symptoms
2.7-Handwriting

2.10-Tremor

2.12-Balance

2.13-Freezing

0-Normal

30.847

50.632

44.524

101.594

1-Slight

47.793

57.201

58.327

25.607

2-Mild

27.862

19.370

25.214

3250

3-Moderate/Severe

8020

7158

3567

4772

 Final HAR data set referred to as combined data set was constructed out of
two different publicly available data sets (MobiAct and UCI Har). UCI Har
signals (see Figure 3.1) were already available in pre-processed form. Noise
was filtered out from the signals using a low-pass Butterworth filter [8] and a
median filter [2]. Signals were further sampled in fixed-size windows of 2.56
seconds and 50% overlap. In contrast to the UCI Har, MobiAct included
only raw data; each row represented one point in time defined by 3-axial
acceleration and gyroscope signal. Therefore, we applied the same sliding
window technique to create fixed-size segments of 2.56 seconds. We did not
apply noise reduction techniques to MobiAct segments with an intention
to produce more diverse sequences. All segments were normalized in the
range [-1,1] with the aim to speed up the training process. The combined
data set resulted in a data set composed of 106,457 multivariate time series
sequences split into 70% training data and 30% testing data. In order to
make the input data understandable to our models, we re-shaped the data
into the following format:
h
i h
i
Input = samples, timesteps, f eatures = 106.457, 128, 6

(4.1)

where samples represents the number of instances, timesteps represents the
length of the input instance and features are 3-axial accelerometer and gyroscope points for each timestep.
Output data for both data sets was encoded using one-hot encoder, which
transforms all output variables into binary vectors of length n, where n is the
number of output classes. The vector consists of n-1 zeroes and a single 1 that
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identifies the right class. This technique is often used for multi-class classification
problems [30].

4.2

Symptoms detection

Our goal is to detect four different symptoms based on the input sequence of
walking activity data collected by smartphone sensors i.e. to determine whether
people with different symptom rates have common recognizable patterns in their
movement and which symptom is most closely related to the walking activity. As
an input to our models, we have fixed-length segments of walking activity, while
as an output, we get a rate for all four symptoms.
Two main approaches are discussed:

 Symptoms detection using DNN
 Symptoms detection using DNN with transferred weights
In Section 4.2.1 we address the task of symptoms detection using DNN. We
build several different architectures commonly used for time-series classification
problems - LSTM, StackedLSTM, and CNN.
We look at symptoms detection using DNN with transferred weights in Section
4.2.2. The starting point in this approach is building models for human activity
recognition whose weights will be transferred to the models used for symptoms
detection.

4.2.1

Symptoms detection using DNN

Time series data contain time-dependent points that can yield useful information
about a particular behavior. This type of data is usually processed in such a way
that initial raw-data is converted into a reduced set of statistical or frequency
features to be further used for unsupervised or supervised learning. Techniques
that depend on manual feature engineering are often time-consuming and require
domain-specific expertise. The solution to these obstacles is often found in the
deep neural networks. In the past few years, DNNs have shown tremendous results in time series analysis, due to their ability to automatically extract useful
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discriminant features from raw data. We use the following deep neural network
architectures (9 in total) in our thesis:

 Unidirectional LSTM network, with one hidden layer containing 128 hidden
units followed by softmax layer.

 Unidirectional LSTM network, with one hidden layer containing 128 hidden
units followed by one, two or three fully connected layers + softmax (3
architectures in total).

 Bidirectional LSTM network, with 2 hidden layers containing 128 hidden
units followed by one fully connected layer + softmax (see Figure 4.2).

 Bidirectional LSTM network, with 3 hidden layers containing 128 hidden
units followed by one fully connected layer + softmax .

 CNN with 2 blocks composed of 1 convolutional layer + max pooling layer,
followed by 2 or 4 fully connected layers + softmax (2 architectures in total).

 CNN with 3 blocks composed of 2 convolutional layers + max pooling layer,
followed by 4 fully connected layers + softmax.

We use categorical cross-entropy as a loss function that calculates the loss
separately for each class and sums the result:

CE = −

M
X
(yi,c ∗ log(pi,c ))

(4.2)

c=1

where:
M = number of classes ( in our case 4)
yi,c = 1 if i is correctly classified as c, otherwise 0
pi,c = predicted probability that instance i belongs to class c
All networks contain a softmax output layer which produces a probability
distribution over 4 classes as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Bidirectional (StackedLstm) network with 2 LSTM layers, followed by 1 fully connected layers and a softmax layer for each symptom.

4.2.2

Symptoms detection using DNN with transferred
weights

As there is insufficient data available for the PD symptom detection task, especially
for patients with higher severity scores, we attempt to apply a transfer learning
technique to improve models’ performance. Pre-trained features from deep neural
networks that can distinguish normal walking activity from other daily activities
are transmitted to a network that predicts the severity of symptoms based on the
patient’s walking signal.
We assume that low-level features are not specific to the task of human activity
recognition and they are general enough to be applied to PD symptoms detection.
Experiments, such as [41], show that the initialization of a neural network with
transferred weights may improve the generalization of the network and prevent
overfitting. We experimented in several settings - from training just a simple
classifier on top of a pre-trained network to fine-tuning either the last layer or
larger block while keeping the other layers unchanged. It should be mentioned
that transfer learning effectiveness largely depends on the similarity between tasks.
Figure 4.3 shows an outline of the transfer learning procedure.
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To check whether this transfer approach is successful or not, we compare these
models with models for prediction of symptoms without using pre-trained weights.

Figure 4.3: Example of transfer learning procedure

4.2.3

Performance evaluation methods

This section contains an explanation of several measures for performance evaluation. We use a confusion matrix to evaluate the quality of our models and to
calculate other performance measures.

 The confusion matrix (CM) is a useful tool for describing the perfomance of a
classification model, especially when dealing with imbalanced data, since CM
shows all predictions for each class separately. By definition, CM is a matrix
where Cij is the number of instances that belong to class i classified as class j.
The diagonal cells of the matrix (i = j) correspond to the number of correctly
classified instances or true positives (TP) (as shown below - T PA , T PB and
T PC ). Similarly, we can calculate the number of true negatives (TN), false
positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) for each class. For example, true
negatives for class A are all instances that do not belong to class A and are
classified as such. False positives are all instances classified as A but do not
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belong to class A, and false negatives are all instances that belong to class
A but they are misclassified (as shown below). These numbers are futher
used to calculate performance measures such as accuracy, precision, recall
and F1-score for each class individually.
True Class
A

B

C
F PA = FBA + FCA

Predicted Class

A

T PA

FBA

F NA = FAB + FAC

FCA

F PB = FAB + FCB
B

FAB

T PB

FCB

C

FAC

FBC

T PC

F NB = FBA + FBC
F PC = FAC + FBC
F NC = FCA + FCB

 Classification Accuracy (CA) is defined as the percentage of correctly classified examples [22]:

CA ==

TP + TN
N

=

ncorr
N

∗ 100%

(4.3)

where ncorr is the number of correctly classified examples and N is the
number of all possible examples
The classification accuracy (CA) is sensitive to imbalanced data sets. For
instance, if a class is dominant (e.g. 80% of the entire set), classifying
all instances as a majority class produces high accuracy without knowing
the distribution of correct classifications. To solve this problem, additional
performance measures are provided.

 Precision is the proportion of true positives and instances that were predicted
as positive for each class:

precision =

TP
TP + FP

(4.4)
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 Recall measures the effectiveness of a model to identify positive instances
for each class:

recall =

TP

(4.5)

TP + FN

Both precision and recall scores are in the range from 0 to 1. When precision
for some class A is equal to 1, then all instances classified as class A belong
to class A, while a recall score of 1 means that all instances of class A are
correctly classified.

 F1 score is defined as a harmonic mean of precision and recall:
F1 = 2 ∗

precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(4.6)

We have an imbalanced data set where only the classification accuracy (CA)
will not properly represent the performance of the model, since the model
may not work well for minority classes. To mitigate this issue, in addition
to CA, we calculate the average macro recall for each symptom. Average
macro recall is defined as:
M
P

averagemacrorecall =

T Pi

i=1 T Pi

+ F Ni
M

(4.7)

where M = number of classes.

In order to identify all true positive cases without favoring the majority
classes, we decided on a macro average recall measure, since this measure
treats all classes equally.
For simplicity, only the models with the highest CA and average macro
recall are further analyzed. For these models we present confusion matrix,
precision, recall and F1-score for each class individually.
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Chapter 5
Empirical evaluation
This chapter is divided into three sections. In the Section 5.1 we present results
that show which configuration of hyperparameters contributed the most to the
improvement of models’ performance. Section 5.2 outlines different test scenarios.
Finally, in Section 5.3 we split the data set based on patients with the intention to
show how well the models perform in a practical scenario, i.e. how well the models
can automatically assess the symptoms of the unseen patients.

5.1

Hyperparameter optimization

Since deep neural networks have many hyperparameters, we decided to tune only
a small subset that we consider important. The parameters are tuned for each
network individually on the validation set randomly through trial and error. Intuitively, more complex architectures are able to recognize more abstract features
and therefore to produce better results than the shallow ones, but are more likely
to overfit the data, as shown by [4]. For that reason, we started with simple
architectures and gradually redesigned them into more complex networks.
As we can see in Table 5.1, for all three groups of models, there is one general
rule - deeper networks produced slightly worse results compared to the shallow
ones on the validation set. The possible explanation is that we didn’t have a
sufficient amount of data and therefore more complex networks easier overfit the
training data. The same phenomenon occurs as the batch size increases. The
batch size determines the number of training samples propagated through the
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Model

Optimization
Algorithm

BatchSize

Regularize
Dropout

Val-loss
Handwriting Tremor

Balance Freezing

LSTM

Adam

128

/

1.079

0.97

0.93

0.53

LSTM+1FC

Adam

64

0.4

0.91

0.79

0.77

0.46

LSTM+2FC

Rms

128

0.3

0.96

0.85

0.82

0.50

LSTM+3FC

Rms

64

/

0.93

0.83

0.82

0.49

StackedLstm2+1FC

Adam

64

0.4

0.93

0.83

0.82

0.52

StackedLstm3+1FC

Adam

64

0.2

1.5

1.4

1.3

0.89

2x1CNN+2FC

Adam

64

2x0.3

0.71

0.61

0.59

0.33

2x1CNN+4FC

Adam

64

2x0.3

0.73

0.62

0.62

0.34

3x2CNN+4FC

Adam

64

2x0.3

0.85

0.73

0.70

0.39

Table 5.1: The first column represents models in the same order as in 4.2.1.
Abbreviation LSTM+nFC represents LSTM network followed by n fully connected layers. Abbreviations StackedLstmX+nFC represents bidirectional
LSTM network with X layers followed by n fully connected layers. Abbreviations bxmCNN+nFC represents a CNN with b blocks constructed of m convolutional layers followed by n fully connected layers. The last four columns
show the validation loss for each symptom. The best score is marked with
bold typeface.
network in one training pass. The network learns faster when the batch size is
larger, but models are more likely to overfit the training data. In our case, we
empirically discovered that the batch size of 64 samples reduces the validation
loss compared to the batch size of 128 samples. The optimization algorithm did
not have strong impact. However, learning with the Adam optimizer was much
faster, so we decided to use it on all other networks. We used dropout layers in our
models which randomly drop some units from the network during training. This
randomness can slow the learning process, but it is an effective method to prevent
overfitting [37].
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5.2

Results

Section 5.2.1 offers an empirical evaluation of the networks on the testing set indicating which symptoms are better related to the patient movement. In addition,
we show how the length of the segments affects the performance of the models.
Section 5.2.2 presents the results of the transfer learning procedure.

5.2.1

Symptoms detection

In this section, we present the results of the first test scenario. A data set consisting
of segments was randomly split where 20% of the entire data set was used for
testing. Random splitting of data means that different segments of the same
patient may appear in training and testing data set and consequently, the model
will learn how the patient walks. We chose this approach because we are interested
in identifying which of the symptoms are better related to the gait signals, rather
than showing how well models generalize with respect to the patients.

Table 5.2: Classification accuracy and average macro recall of all models on
the test data.
Symptoms
Model

Handwriting

Tremor

Balance

Freezing

Recall

CA

Recall

CA

Recall

CA

Recall

CA

LSTM

0.58

0.58

0.57

0.63

0.59

0.65

0.58

0.81

LSTM+1FC

0.60

0.62

0.58

0.66

0.62

0.68

0.60

0.84

LSTM+2FC

0.56

0.62

0.59

0.66

0.62

0.68

0.60

0.83

LSTM+3FC

0.56

0.56

0.55

0.62

0.58

0.64

0.56

0.81

StackedLSTM2+1FC

0.65

0.66

0.66

0.70

0.66

0.70

0.65

0.84

StackedLSTM3+1FC

0.64

0.65

0.63

0.69

0.66

0.70

0.64

0.83

2x1CNN+2FC

0.68

0.69

0.67

0.73

0.72

0.74

0.70

0.87

2x1CNN+4FC

0.68

0.69

0.67

0.72

0.70

0.74

0.70

0.87

3x2CNN+4FC

0.59

0.62

0.57

0.66

0.60

0.67

0.58

0.84

From Table 5.2 we can observe that results obtained on the testing set are
similar to the results on the validation set - more complex networks showed slightly
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worse results. Table 5.2 shows that the models achieved the same or slightly better
average recall for balance and freezing of gait compared to handwriting and tremor,
even though balance and freezing of gait had the most unequal class distribution
(see Table 4.1). That suggests that symptoms balance and freezing of gait are
more related to gait signals than handwriting and tremor, as expected. Typically,
tremor starts in the fingers or hands, so we may have a case where an early stage
patient who has normal gait, rates this symptom with a higher score. Symptoms
more related to the hand movement can be easier described and detected by sensors
attached to the hands. In our case, the data was obtained by a phone in a pocket
that records the movement of the whole body and therefore it is easier to detect
symptoms directly related to walking, such as balance and freezing. The model

(a) CM for symptom 2.7-Handwriting.

(b) CM for symptom 2.10-Tremor.

(c) CM for symptom 2.12-Balance.

(d) CM for symptom 2.13-Freezing of gait.

Figure 5.1: Confusion matrices for 2x1CNN+2FC
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referred to as 2x1CNN+2FC gives the best results among all tested models. To
gain a clearer insight into the performance of this model, we provide a confusion
matrix for each symptom and report on all metrics described in Section 4.2.3, for
each class separately.
Figure 5.1 shows 4 confusion matrices for symptoms handwriting, tremor, balance and freezing of gait, respectively. We can observe that the same phenomenon
occurs for all four symptoms - misclassified segments are often classified as majority
class. Since we worked on detecting all four symptoms simultaneously, the option
of downsampling is not possible, as eliminating instances from majority class for
one symptom would lead to a class imbalance for other symptoms. The confusion matrix for the symptom freezing of gait shows that almost all misclassified
segments were classified as Normal, but this is expected as this class has significant dominance over other classes (see Table 5.6). For instance, in the testing set
Normal class has 20,290 segments compared to the 960 segments that belong to
the Moderate/Severe class. The model successfully classified 71% of the segments
from this class. A comparison between balance and tremor, which have a similar
class distribution, reveals that the model achieved similar classification accuracy
for both. However, for the tremor symptom the model classifies only the dominant
classes well, while for the other classes it has an accuracy below 60 percent. For the
symptom balance, the model classifies each class with an accuracy of 65 percent
or more.
Tables 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 provide a detailed classification report about all
four symptoms. If we compare the macro average values for the precision, recall
and F1-score, we can see that the model achieves higher values for the symptoms
balance and freezing of gait.

Table 5.3: Classification report on symptom 2.7-Handwriting (2x1CNN+2FC).
Label

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

0-Normal

0.69

0.59

0.64

6256

1-Slight

0.65

0.81

0.72

9514

2-Mild

0.74

0.61

0.67

5522

3-Moderate/Severe

0.79

0.72

0.76

5753

micro avg

0.70

0.70

0.70

27045

macro avg

0.72

0.68

0.69

27045

weighted avg

0.71

0.70

0.70

27045
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Table 5.4: Classification report on symptom 2.10-Tremor (2x1CNN+2FC).
Label

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

0-Normal

0.71

0.77

0.74

10246

1-Slight

0.73

0.79

0.76

11360

2-Mild

0.82

0.57

0.67

3816

3-Moderate/Severe

0.84

0.56

0.67

1623

micro avg

0.74

0.74

0.74

27045

macro avg

0.77

0.67

0.71

27045

weighted avg

0.74

0.74

0.73

27045

Table 5.5: Classification report on symptom 2.12-Balance (2x1CNN+2FC)

Table

Label

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

0-Normal

0.75

0.69

0.72

8910

1-Slight

0.72

0.82

0.77

11734

2-Mild

0.79

0.71

0.75

4978

3-Moderate/Severe

0.82

0.65

0.72

1423

micro avg

0.75

0.75

0.75

27045

macro avg

0.77

0.72

0.74

27045

weighted avg

0.75

0.75

0.75

27045

5.6:

Classification

report

on

symptom

2.13-Freezing

(2x1CNN+2FC).
Label

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

0-Normal

0.89

0.97

0.92

20290

1-Slight

0.83

0.62

0.71

5112

2-Mild

0.88

0.52

0.66

683

3-Moderate/Severe

0.89

0.71

0.79

960

micro avg

0.88

0.88

0.88

27045

macro avg

0.87

0.70

0.77

27045

weighted avg

0.88

0.88

0.87

27045

of

gait
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Current results imply that an increase in segment length could lead to an improvement since at a 2.5-second sequence length, the distinction between symptoms
rates is more likely to be misinterpreted. Therefore, we reshaped the segments to
256 elements (5 seconds). The results are presented in Table 5.7. If we compare
the results for both networks in Table 5.7 with the results presented in Table 5.2,
we can conclude that increasing the signal length gives slightly worse results for
the LSTM network but improves the results for CNN. This indicates that CNN
is better at avoiding noisy parts of the signal and can better extract the relevant
features from longer sequences.

Table 5.7: Classification accuracy and macro average recall for segments of length
256.
Symptoms
Model

2.7

2.10

2.12

2.13

Recall

CA

Recall

CA

Recall

CA

Recall

CA

StackedLSTM2+1FC

0.63

0.64

0.64

0.69

0.64

0.68

0.63

0.82

2x1CNN+2FC

0.70

0.71

0.70

0.74

0.74

0.75

0.75

0.87

5.2.2

Transfer of knowledge

As baseline models, we trained two different deep neural networks for human
activity recognition - LSTM and CNN. Both networks have the same architectures
as models previously presented in Table 5.2. Both achieve a high classification
accuracy of 98% on human activity recognition task. More information about
their performance can be found in Appendix A. In this section, we present the
results of the transfer learning procedure. The length of the HAR input segments
was 128 or 2.5 seconds, so we compare the results with the results in Table 5.2.
In Table 5.8, we present the results for the CNN model only, as the LSTM
model showed worse results. As we can see in Table 5.8, we tried 3 different
approaches. In the first approach, we only fine-tuned the last two fully connected
layers and the results were noticeably worse. If we re-trained the second block
of the convolutional layers together with the fully connected layers, the results
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Table 5.8: Classification accuracy and average macro recall of CNN with
transferred weights.
Symptoms
Model

2.7

+2 FC

1x2CNN

Recall

2.10
CA

Recall

2.12
CA

Recall

2.13
CA

Recall

CA

1-only FC layers

0.46

0.50

0.47

0.56

0.48

0.57

0.46

0.79

2-second block and FC

0.60

0.60

0.59

0.66

0.63

0.67

0.63

0.82

3-all layers (50 epochs)

0.68

0.68

0.68

0.73

0.70

0.73

0.69

0.86

improved, but when compared to the results in Table 5.2, they were still worse.
The only advantage of this method is that it took only 50 epochs to retrain the
entire network and to achieve similar results as in Table 5.2, where the results
were obtained after 150-200 training epochs. This fact suggests that a successful
transfer between these two tasks would be possible if the HAR data set was larger.
In our case, we just speeded up the training process and achieved the same results.
However, the results were not at a satisfactory level.

5.3

Real world scenario

As a simulation of practical use, we split the data by patients, to build the models
on a set of patients and test them on yet unseen patients. Our results from the
previous test scenarios reveal several properties that may be useful for this test:

 symptoms balance and frezing of gait have better correlation with gait signals;

 segments of length 256 (5 seconds) produce better results;
 transfer learning did not achieve the expected improvement.
Based on this observations, we defined our last test, where we tried to simulate
a real-world scenario in which our models automatically evaluated the symptoms
of unseen patients based on their gait signal. The data set is split into training
and testing set (80/20) based on patients. We built two different models (CNN
and StackedLSTM) for symptoms balance and freezing of gait separately in order to simplify the class balancing process. As we mentioned before, these two
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symptoms have unequal class distribution. To solve this problem, we performed
oversampling on the training data using Adaptic Synthetic (ADASYN) approach,
which produces synthetic samples of minority classes using the one-vs-rest scheme
[25].
The prediction procedure is as follows:

Algorithm 1 Prediction procedure
1:
2:

procedure PredictSymptom(patients, signals, model)
for each patient ∈ patients do

3:

ps ← signals[patient]

4:

s ← sliding window(ps)

5:

predictions[patient] ← model.predict(s)

. divide into segments
. prediction for each

segment
6:

result[patient] ← longest cb(predictions[patient]) . extract the
element that forms longest consecutive block

7:

return result
The longest cb function accepts a vector which contains a score for each seg-

ment of the patient gait signal and returns the element that forms the longest
consecutive block as the final score.
The final results are shown in Table 5.9 and 5.10, respectively. From Table 5.9
we can observe that LSTM network gives better results, unlike the previous tests.
Although we oversampled the minority classes in the training data, we did not
improve results for them. For instance, LSTM network correctly classified only 2
patients with Mild rate out of 9, while for Moderate/Severe rate only one patient
of ten was correctly classified. This network shows better results for the other
two classes with more patients. The CNN was completely ineffective, especially
for patients with Mild and Moderate/Severe scores, as none of the patients was
correctly classified. The CNN shows poor results even for the majority classes.
The results for the second symptom were also not satisfactory. As we can see
in Table 5.10, we only have 6 and 4 patients for the Mild and Moderate/Severe
rates, and in both cases only one patient was correctly classified.
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However, our approach has several limitations:
1. Data limitation and imbalance are among the main constraints that we faced.
To mitigate these issues, we tried to implement transfer learning using models built for human activity recognition, but these tasks do not show sufficient
similarity.
2. The scores of symptoms severity used as output labels are self-reported by
the participants, who are usually biased when reporting on their own experience. The Movement Disorder Society (MDS) informed us that changes
were made to the scale at the time the mPower survey was developed, and
these changes may negatively affect the validity of the data. They granted
us the permission to access this data through our agreement.
3. Capturing useful properties from raw gait signals using smartphone accelerometer remains challenging. Another solution that could achieve better
results would be to extract statistical or frequency features from the raw
data for further analysis or to use more accurate sensors attached to a specific part of the body. However, our focus was on smart phones sensors
because they are the most used device.

Table 5.9: Results for symptom 2.12-Balance. The first number represents
the correctly classified patients while the number in the brackets represents
the total number of patients for each rate.

Symptom 2.12 - Balance
Rate
Model

Moderate/

Normal

Slight

Mild

StackedLSTM+1FC

27 (56)

37 (57)

2 (9)

1 (10)

2x1CNN+2FC

16 (56)

27 (57)

0 (9)

0 (10)

Severe
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Table 5.10: Results for symptom 2.13-Freezing. The first number represents
the correctly classified patients while the number in the brackets represents
the total number of patients for each rate.

Symptom 2.13 - Freezing
Rate
Model

Normal Slight Mild

Moderate/
Severe

StackedLSTM+1FC

76 (106)

7 (16)

1 (6)

1 (4)

2x1CNN+2FC

95 (106)

2 (16)

0 (6)

0 (4)
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
We presented an approach for detection of PD symptoms based on raw signals from
smartphone sensors. We characterized our approach as a classification problem
where the symptoms severity of each participant were selected from the MDSUPDRS questionnaire obtained in the mPower observational study. We considered
three test scenarios in our analysis.
In the first test scenario, we tried to determine which symptoms are related to
the gait signals. Each entry signal was divided into segments of 128 elements or
2.5 seconds. We built several deep neural networks to simultaneously assess four
different symptoms - handwriting, tremor, balance and freezing of gait based on
these segments. We were more successful in assessing the symptoms severity score
for the symptoms balance and freezing of gait. Increasing the signal length to 256
elements or 5 seconds improved the results. Overall, from the first test setting, we
can conclude that symptoms balance and freezing of gait are better related to the
gait signals compared to tremor and handwriting.
The data set used was strongly imbalanced. The dominance of the majority
classes had a significant impact on the results, as almost all misclassified segments
were classified as the majority class. We tried to mitigate this issue using transfer
learning approach. As baseline models, we trained different deep neural networks
for human activity recognition. Transfer learning has shown good results in computer vision and natural language processing, but its effectiveness strongly depends
on the similarity between the tasks. In our case, we couldn’t improve the accuracy of the models, but we speeded up the training process; with only 50 training
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epochs we got the same results as when we trained the network from scratch for
200 epochs.
Finally, we tested the hypothesis of how successfully models can assess the
symptoms of unseen patients based on their gait signals. We separately trained
two different deep neural networks for the symptoms balance and freezing of gait
for this task, as they show better potential for recognition. The results were not
satisfactory since we had several limitations that should be taken into account.
Due to limited time, many experiments and adaptations were not tested.
As further work, our focus is to test whether manually extracted statistical or
frequency features would improve symptom detection. Carefully selected features
could reveal a more accurate description of the differences in movement signals
between different patients.

Bachelor’s thesis
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Appendix A
Classification reports (HAR)
This is an appendix to Section 5.2.2. We provide a detailed classification report
on human activity recognition, including precision, recall, and F1-score for each
class individually. The Appendix A.1 contains a detailed classification report of
the convolutional neural network , while the Appendix A.2 provides a detailed
classification report of the StackedLSTM network. The data set used is described
in Section 3.1.
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CNN

Table A.1: Detailed classification report on Human Activity Recognition.
Label

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

CHU

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

CSI

0.93

0.94

0.94

333

CSO

0.97

0.92

0.94

392

JOG

1.00

1.00

1.00

2473

JUM

1.00

0.99

1.00

2576

LAY

0.63

0.77

0.69

537

SCH

0.91

0.87

0.89

82

SIT

0.93

0.88

0.90

1646

STD

0.99

0.98

0.99

10430

STN

0.96

0.94

0.95

1560

STU

0.95

0.94

0.95

1602

WAL

0.99

0.99

0.99

10162

micro avg

0.97

0.97

0.97

31795

macro avg

0.85

0.85

0.85

31795

weighted avg

0.98

0.97

0.97

317955

Figure A.1: Confusion matrix for HAR (CNN)
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A.2

StackedLSTM
Table A.2: Classification report (Human Activity Recognition)
Label

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Support

CHU

0.00

0.00

0.00

2

CSI

0.99

0.94

0.96

333

CSO

0.97

0.96

0.96

392

JOG

1.00

1.00

1.00

2473

JUM

1.00

1.00

1.00

2576

LAY

0.83

0.70

0.76

537

SCH

0.96

0.98

0.97

82

SIT

0.91

0.95

0.93

1646

STD

0.99

0.99

0.99

10430

STN

0.99

0.97

0.98

1560

STU

0.96

0.99

0.98

1602

WAL

1.00

1.00

1.00

10162

micro avg

0.99

0.99

0.99

31795

macro avg

0.88

0.87

0.88

31795

weighted avg

0.98

0.99

0.98

31795

Figure A.2: Confusion matrix for HAR (StackedLSTM)
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